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We obtain the dynamic programming equations for discrete Goursat systems, we 
prove that they are necessary and sufficient for optimality, and we prove formulas 
for the exact or approximate solution of these equations. Using dynamic program- 
ming arguments, we obtain semi-dynamic programming equations and then we 
prove a maximum principle of Pontryagin’s type. c 1991 Academic Presx Inc 
1. I~.TR~DUCTI~N 
Several authors have studied optimal control problems for continuous 
and discrete Goursat systems. A sample of the literature for continuous 
Goursat systems consists of [S, 7-9, 111, and [ 1 ] is the only work dealing 
with discrete Goursat systems. Goursat equations arise in the applied 
problems of drying processes and absorption of gases; for details, see [ 121 
and the references in [lo]. Optimal control problems for drying processes 
and absorption of gases are described in [7]. 
With the exception of the preprint [2], all existing papers treat the 
optimal control of Goursat systems by the method of a maximum principle 
of Pontryagin’s type. In [2], such problems are studied by the method of 
Bellman’s dynamic programming. In [ 11, a discrete maximum principle is 
proved for linear cost functionals. It is the purpose of this paper to obtain 
the dynamic programming equations for nonlinear discrete Goursat 
systems and prove their validity, and also to prove a discrete maximum 
principle of Pontryagin’s type for general nonlinear Goursat systems using 
dynamic programming arguments. 
The paper [2] deals with continuous Goursat systems. The results 
available in the discrete case (present paper) are much stronger than those 
available for the continuous case. 
For the actual numerical solution of applied optimal control problems 
involving Goursat systems, it is clear that a discretization of the continuous 
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problem must be used. The results of this paper are therefore of direct prac- 
tical utility since they cover in detail (among other things) the algorithms 
for the exact or approximate solution of dynamic programming equations 
together with proofs that these equations are necessary and sufficient for 
optimality. 
2. THE DYNAMIC PROGRAMMING EQUATIONS 
We consider the controlled discrete Goursat system 
~(~,j;a,-)?)-~(i+l,j;a,~)-y(i,j+1;a,~)+y(i+1,j+1;a,~) 
= g(i, j, y(k j; a, 2), 4i j)) (2.1) 
with i, j integers, 0 6 j< N. The symbols a and 2 correspond to the control 
function and the boundary conditions for (2.1), respectively. The control u 
is a function from {(i, j) E 2 ’ : 0 < i < M, 0 < j < N} onto a compact space 
U. The symbol 2 stands for a pair of two functions: 
.f = (x.1, x2); 
x,: Z n [0, M] -+ R; 
(2.2) 
x2:Zn[0,N]+R; 
x,(O) =x,(O). 
The boundary conditions for (2.1) are 
y(i, 0; a, 2) = xl(i); ~(0, j; 4 S) =x2(j). (2.3) 
In order to apply dynamic programming arguments, we take a 
parametrization of (2.1)-(2.3) by initial two-dimensional time (k, I). Now 
the control a is a function from {(i, j) E Z2 : k < i < M, I < j< N} into U. 
When necessary, we may parametrize the control function a to emphasize 
the initial time (k, I), and then we write uk., instead of a. The parametrized 
controlled Goursat system has equations 
y( i, j; a, 3, k, I) - y( i + 1, j; a, 2, k, ,) 
-y(i,j+l;u,~,k,f)+y(i+l,j+l;u,~,k,I) 
= g(i, j, Y(& j; a,% k, 0,44 j)) (2.4) 
y(i, I; a, 2, k, I) = x,(i- k), for k<i<M; 
(2.5 
y(k, j; a, 2, k, 4 = x2f.j - 0, for I<j<N. 
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The objective is to minimize the functional, which is parametrized by 
initial time and initial state, 
M-l N--l 
J(k, 4% ukl) = c c ,/Ii, j, y(i, j; a, .f, k, I), u(i, .i)) 
r=k 1-f 
,w 
+ 1 4,Ck .v(i N; a, i, k, /), u( i, N)) 
I k 
+ i &(j, AM, j; u, wf, k, I). u(M, .j)) 
,-I 
- qM.v(M, N; 0, .f’, k, 0. u(M, NJ), 
where dl, d2, q& satisfy the consistency condition 
(2.6) 
d,(M, A-. a) = MN, x, 0) = MN, x, u) = dok a), for all x, a. (2.7 ) 
In order to apply dynamic programming arguments, we consider two 
extensions of the state space. The horizontal exrension of the state is 
denoted by y,,( j; a, ,t, k, I); the certicul extension is denoted by 
y,.(i; a, 2, k, I). The reasons for these names become apparent from the 
definitions 
yh(j;a,x,k,i)=(y(i,j;a,.~,k,I):kQi,<M); 
b*Jj; a, x, k, I))(i) = .v(i, j; a, .K, k, I) 
y,.(i; a, x, k, /) = { y(i, j; u, x, k, I): I < j< NJ; 
(y,(i;u,x,k,I))(j)=y(i,j;a,.C,k,I). 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
Similar extensions apply to the control function u; similar definitions 
apply to the boundary data. Although it may be pedantic, we describe 
these explicitly: 
uJj)={u(i, j):O<i<M}; (a,(j))(i) = u(k A (2.10) 
u,.(i)= {u(i, j):O<j<N}; (a,(i))(i) = 4C j) (2.1 1 ) 
1,= {x,(i):O<i<M}; .f,(i)=Z,(i)=x,(i) (2.12) 
ic= {xz(j):O<j,<N}; .t, (iI = x,(j). (2.13) 
The functions yL( j; a, .?, 0, I) and y,.(i; a, 1, k, 0) can be parametrized by 
(%9 Z,,, I) and (a,., Z,., k), respectively, keeping Zr or Z,,, respectively, 
constant. 
In order to use dynamic programming we need formulae for the 
dynamics of y,, y,.. To that effect, we use the following formulae 
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(analogous to Green’s theorem for integrals), which we call discrete Green’s 
formulae. Omitting the variables a, x, k, 1 in y, these fonrhllae are 
I- 1 
y(i + 1, i) - Hi, j) = y(i + LO - v(i, 4 + C g(i B, y(i, B), a(i, PI); 
/?=I 
(2.14) 
y(k j + 1) - Hi, j) = y(k i + 1) - Ak, j) + ‘x1 da, j, Ha, A, da, A). 
In view of (2.9)-(2.10)-(2.14), y, satisfies 
(yJj+ 1; a, x, k, O)(i) - (yh(j; a, -t k O)(i) 
i-l 
= x2(j+ 1 - j) - x2(j- I) + c da3 i, (Yk(j))tah ah(j)(a)). 
a=k 
(2.15) 
Similarly, yI, satisfies 
hAi+ 1; a, 3, k, O)(j) - (y,.(i; a, 2, k, I))(j) 
=x,(i+ 1 -k)-x,(i-k)+ c g(i, B, (v,(i))(B), (q.(i))(8)). (2.16) 
p=/ 
The cost functional J can be expressed in terms of Y,,, y,; as 
M-l N-l 
40, I,% ao.,) = C C f(i, j, (yJj; 4 .C 0, ON4 (ah(j))(i)) 
I = 0 J=/ 
+ igo dl(i, (yh(N; 4 %O, O)(i), (4(N))(i)) 
+ 2 42(.i Oh(j; 4 % 0, O)(M), (M))(W) 
j=l 
-4o((Y,(N a9 % 0, O)(W, (a,(W)(W). (2.17) 
M- I N-l 
JW, 0, 2, ak.O) = c c f(i, j, (y,Ji; a, 2, k, o))(j), (a,(i))(j)) 
r=k I=0 
+ ? 4,Ci, (v,(i; a, x7 k O)(N), (u,(i))(W) 
i=k 
N 
+,go qW, (.Y,.(M; 0, X k O)(j), MWNj)) 
- &,((Y,.(M a, 2, k O)(N), (a,(W)(W). (2.18) 
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Now, we define the Hamilton--Jacobi functions 
Y(I,.r,(.))=infJ(O, I,% a,.,); un.Ai, .i) = (h(f))(i); 
Uh 
2 = (-r*(. 1, x2(. 1); x~( .) remains fixed. 
U(k, .K~( .)) = infJ(k, 0, I, u~,~); 4.n(i, iI = (u,(j))(i); 
f= (x,(.), x2(.)); x 1 ( . ) remains fixed. 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
In (2.6)(2.17b(2.18) we make the convention that a sum over an empty 
set of indices is equal to zero. 
We use one or both of the following two conditions: 
The functions 4, and & in (2.20) are independent of uh. (2.2 I ) 
The functions #Z and 4” in (2.2 1) are independent of a,. (2.22) 
We consider the variation of V(/, x,( .)) from I to I+ 1; then we have, 
with 2 = (x1( .), x2( .)), x2 being a fixed function on [0, IV], and assuming 
(2.21), 
UL-x,(.))< VI+ 1, (y/J!+ l;u,%O, I))(.)) 
+ Mx ’ .f(i (L (6 a, i, 0, O)(i), (4(O)(i)) 
, .- 0 
+ 42(L (Y,(k 4 co, O)(M), (%(O)(W). 
Using the discrete Green’s formula (2.14), we have 
(yh(~+lru,~~,O,I))(i)=.u,(i)+~~Z(I+l)-.~Z(I) 
r=l 
(2.23 ) 
+ 1 &A% 4 -v,(a)* (u/JO)(a)) (2.24) 
2 0 
and, therefore, the inequality (2.23), together with the fact that (2.23) 
becomes equality for an optimal control, gives 
min 
pe 1.H.’ i ( 
v I+ 1,x,(/)+x,(/+ 1)-x,(l) 
+‘~lg(a,I,x,(i?l),p(a)) -UI,x,(.)) x=0 > 
.u - I 
+ c f(i L x,(i)* P(i)) + d,(I, x,(M), p(M)) =o. 1 
(2.25) 
,=O 
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The boundary condition for V at final time N is found from (2.17) by 
taking I= N: 
v(N, x1(.)) = 5 #,(i, x,(i)) - 4o(xl(W). (2.26) 
I = 0 
The system (2.25)-(2.26) can be solved backward in discrete time f, by 
using the formula 
V(1, x1( .)) = min 
pE U”f’ {( 
v I+ 1,x,(.)+x,(/+ 1)-x,(f) 
(.)-I 
+ Jo s(a9 4 x,(a), P(a)) 
> 
M-l 
+ C f(i9 L x,(0 p(i)) + &(A x,(W, p(W) (2.27) 
i=O 1 
and the final boundary condition (2.25). 
THEOREM 2.1. We assume that the functions J g, +4,, &, do are con- 
tinuous in all their argumenrs and condition (2.21) is satisfied. Let 
(a;(l))(i) = p*(i), where p* is fhe value of p in UM + ‘for which the minimum 
is achieved in (2.27). Then the control ah+(l)( .) is optimal. 
Proof: Let (a,,(/))( .) be an arbitrary control function and let 
~,,(j; a, -1?, 0, I) be the associated trajectory. The trajectory associated with 
(a:(/))( .) is denoted by yt(i; a*, $0, I). It suffices to show that 
V, x,(.))<J(O, 1, X ao.,) (2.28) 
since it is plain that V(/, x,( .)) is the value of J(0, 1, 2, ao,,) obtained by 
using the control (a,*(f))( .). We prove (2.28) by backward induction. The 
inequality (2.28) is clearly valid for I = N, by dint of (2.17) and (2.25). 
Now, we assume that (2.28) is true for I+ 1; i.e., for any x,( .), we have 
VI+ 1, x,(.))GJ(O, I+ 1, -17, a,.,). (2.29) 
The dynamic programming formula (2.27) implies that 
V(I,x,(.))= v I+ 1,x,(*)+x,(!+ 1)-x,(l) 
( 
(.) - 1 
+ c Aa, L x,(a), P*(a)) 
x=0 > 
M-l 
+ ,F() f(i, 4 x,(i), P*(i)) + #AL x,(W, P*(W) 
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65 I+ l,.u,(.)+x,(l+ 1)-x2(/) 
( 
(.) 1 
where the J-term in the right-hand side of the inequality in (2.30) comes 
from (2.27) and the induction hypothesis (2.29), with 
0 I 
x,(.)++(l+ 1)-x,(l) + 1 g(r, 1, .r,(a), (a,(l))(i)) 
1 - 0 
instead of the xl( .) of (2.32), and the remaining terms of the inequality in 
(2.30) come from the dynamic programming formula (2.27). But the defini- 
tion of J, i.e., (2.17) together with the dynamics (2.24) of the system 
implies that 
J(O,l,.~,uoJ)=J I+ l,x,(.)+x,(f+ l)-xz(/) 
( 
(.) I 
+ C f(i L xl(i), (h(O)(i)) + &lb .Y,(M), (u,(l))(M)) 
(2.31 ) 
and (2.30) and (2.31) imply (2.28). 1 
COROLLARY 2.1. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1, the 
programming formula (2.27) with final houndury condition 
necessary und sufficient for optimulity. 
dynamic 
(2.26) is 
Proof: Necessity follows from the derivation of (2.27) and (2.2 6), which 
we presented already. Sufficiently is precisely the content of 
Theorem 2.1. m 
By the same arguments we find the following equations for the 
Hamilton--Jacobi function U, under condition (2.22): 
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U(k, x2( .)) = min 
QE UN+ 
+~,(.)+(‘~‘g(k.8,~~(8),q(8))) 
p=0 
N-l 
(2.32) 
+ C f(k .h x,(j), q(A) + 4,(k x,(N), q(N)) ; 
j=O 
U(M x2(.))= : 42(i9 x,(~))-4o(x,(~)). 
J=o 
We have a theorem analogous to Theorem 2.1 and Corollary 2.1: 
THEOREM 2.2. IfJ; g, 4,, I$*, do are continuous in all their arguments and 
(2.22) is sarisfled, if(a:(k))(j) = q*(j), where q* is the oalue ofq (in UN+ ‘) 
for which the minimum is achieved in (2.32), then the control function 
(a,*(l))( .) is optimal. Conversely, the value function U(k, x2( .)) obtained 
from an optimal control function must satisfy (2.32). 
3. SEMI-DYNAMIC F'R~GRAMMING 
In this section we prove a discrete maximum principle of Pontryagin’s 
type for the case of two-dimensional time (i.e., Goursat systems). We con- 
sider the problem (2.4b(2.5k(2.6) under conditions (2.21 k(2.22). We need 
to define an extended state yI, which we call the frame extension because 
it is obtained by combining the horizontal and vertical extensions. This 
frame extension is defined by 
jf(k,O={yo;y,(i), l<iiM-kk;y,(j), l<j<N-f}; 
yo = y(k, 4; y,(i) = y(k + k 4; YAA = y(k I+ A. 
(3.1) 
In a similar way, we define the frame extension of the control a: 
aJk,I)=(a,;a,(i),ldi<M-k;az(j), l<j<N-l}; 
a, = a(k, I); u,(i) = a(k + i, I); az(j) =a(k, I+j). 
(3.2) 
The equations of the dynamics of the frame extension can be found by 
using (2.4) and the discrete Green’s formulae. In this section, we write the 
initial boundary datum 2 in the form 
i= {xo;X,(i), 1 <i<M-k;x,(j), 1 ,(J<N-I); x()=x,(O) = Xl(O). 
As in the preceding section, 2 represents boundary conditions at two- 
dimensional time (k, I). 
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For jf given by (3.1), we use a parametrization by a/ and I, and we use 
the notation y,(k’, I’; al, I, k, I) for l;/(k’, I’) with control a, and initial 
boundary datum i at two-dimensional time (k, I), where k’2 k, I’ 2 I. 
When there is no risk of confusion, we write j,(k’, I’; al, a) instead of 
y,(k’, 1’; u, , 2, k, I). 
Further, we use the notation 
Pj,-(k, I) = y(k, I); (Rj,(k, f))(i) = y(k + i, I); 
(3.3) 
(Q.F,Akr O)(i) = .dk I+ A. 
With these notations and conventions, we have 
(RJ,.(k+ 1, I;u,,.f))(i)=X,(i+ 1); 
(Qj,(k+ l,i;u,,2))(j)=y(k+ I,(;~,.r,k,I)+x~(j)-.r, (3.4) 
+ ‘x’ g(k, I + B, x,(B), a(k, I + B,,. 
11 = 0 
The term u(k, I+ /?) can be written as 
4k I+ B, = (Qu,(k O)(B), (3.5) 
where Pal, Ruf , Qu,- are obtained by the same convention as Pjf, Rj, , 
QwF,. . 
By similar calculations, we have 
(Rt;,(k, I+ l;q,l))(i) 
r-l 
=.r,(i)+x,(l)-x0+ c g(k+r, I, .x,(cx), (Rq(k, O)(z)); (3.6) 
7 = 0 
(Qj,(k,l+ l;~,,-f))(j)=.f~(j+ 1) 
(R&k + I, I+ I; a/, Z))(i) 
=(Rjf(k,I+l;u,,T))(i+l) 
=f,(i+ l)+x~(l)-.xo 
+ i g(k + a, I, -y,(a), (Ru/(k, O(a))) (3.7) 
(Qy,(k + I, I+ 1; a,, -t))(i) 
=(Qj,(k+ l,l;u,,Z))(j+ 1) 
=.?,(l)+x~(j+l)-xx,, 
+ ,$to g(k, I+ S, x,(B), (Qu,(k O)(B)). (3.8) 
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We set 
(W(k L 2)) = “E U(M-t,.(,~-,, J(k L x9 a). mm (3.9) 
We find a discrete Goursat equation satisfied by W(k, f, 2). To that 
effect, we need to introduce some notation. We set 
D,,t={(i, j):k<i<M,l<j<N} and D = D,,,. 
For each a, E (I, each (k, I) E D and each 2, we denote by a*(~,, 2, k, 1) 
a control function which is optimal subject to the constraint a(k, I) = a,. 
We emphasize that the symbol a*(~~, 2, k, I) denotes a control function, 
and its value at point (i, j)E Dk., is denoted by (~*(a,, 1, k, t))(i, j). The 
optimality condition for ~*(a,, 2, k, t) is 
(3.10) 
We have the following: 
THEOREM 3.1. Let ti? denote the frame extension of ~*(a,, 2, k, I). We 
assume that the functions f, g are continuous in a, x. Then the function 
W(k, 1, 2) satisfies the 
max{W(k,I,x)-W(k+l,I,y,-(k+l,I;uF,x)) 
“IJE L’ 
- W(k, I + 1, y,(k, I+ 1; ti?, 2)) 
+W(k+l,f+l,y,(k+l,I+l;ci/*,.C)) 
- f(k, I, PZ, q,)} = 0 (3.11) 
with final boundary conditions 
Wk, N, 2) = f d,(i (R.f)(i)); 
r=, 
WM A3 = ; h(j, (Q-W)). 
(3.12) 
/=I 
Proof: We observe that ~*(a,, 2, k, f) is optimal for initial data 
(k+ 1, I, y,(k+ 1, I; ti?, X)), (k, !+ 1; y/(k, I+ 1; a?, a)), (k+ I, I+ 1, 
yJk+ 1, I+ 1; iiF, a)). 
In fact, the stronger statement is true that ~*(a,, 2, k, I) is optimal for 
initial data (k’, I’, jj/(k’, I’; ti?, 2)) with k’ 2 k, I’ 2 I, (k’. I’) # (k, f). This 
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statement is proved by a classical argument of the type “every piece of an 
optimal trajectory is optimal.” For completeness, we outline this argument: 
if another control, say ci(i,j), (i, j)E Dli..,., gave a value J(k’, I’, j,(k’, 1’; 
tif, a), 6) smaller than J(k’, I’, jf(k’, I’, L:/(k’, I’, j,(k’, 1’; cl:, a), ci*), where 
ci* is the restriction to D,.,,. of a*(~,, 2, k, I), then a new control function. 
obtained by setting a(i j) = (a*(~,, 1, k, I))(i, j) for (i, j) E D,,,jD,.., and 
u(i, j) = ri(i, j) for (i, j) E D,..,. would give a value of J(k, I, .f, a) strictly 
smaller than J(k, 1, 2, ~*(a,, R, k, /)), and it would still satisfy the con- 
straint u(k, I) = uO, which would contradict the definition of a*(~,,, .?, k, 1). 
In view of this statement, we have 
W(k’, I’, j,(k’, 1’; ~7, a)) = J(k’, I’, j,(k’, 1’; ii/*, a), ti*) (3.13) 
with k’, I’, G* as before. Using (3.13), a standard application of the 
principle of dynamic programming, i.e., comparison of W(k, I, .?) with 
the cost obtained by using control uO at (k, I) and an optimal control for 
(k’. I’) as above, gives the inequality 
W(k, 1.2) Q W(k + 1, I, jk(k + I, I; a;, Z)) 
+ W(k, 1+ I, j,(k, I + 1; Ls:, .?)) 
- W(k + 1, 1+ 1, j,(k + 1, I+ I; a:, a)) 
+ .f(k, 1, PZ, uo). (3.14) 
Using the fact that (3.14) becomes the equality for an optimal value of a,,, 
we obtain (3.11). The two final boundary conditions (3.12) follow by 
setting k = M or 1= N, respectively, in the formula defining J(k, I,:, a). 1 
We call Eq. (3.11) the semi-dynamic programming equation, because it 
was obtained by using dynamic programming arguments, yet the 
“Hamiltonian,” i.e., the term inside curly brackets in (3.11), depends on an 
optimal control for two-dimensional times (k + 1, l), (k, I+ 1 ), 
(k + 1, I + 1 ), which is different from the case of classical dynamic program- 
ming, where the Hamiltonian does not require knowledge of an optimal 
control at future time. 
The semi-dynamic programming equation (3.11) is a necessary condition 
comparable to the discrete maximum principle of [ 11. For the implementa- 
tion of (3. I 1) as a verification check, it is useful to have explicit expressions 
for j,.(k + I, I), j+(k, I+ l), j,-(k + 1, I+ 1). We use the notation 
Af,‘= (RF,@, l))(i) + (QY#, l))(j) - 9t;,(k 1) 
r-l ,---I 
+ 1 c g(k + 2, I + /I, y(k + 1x3 I+ B; a, j,(k. 4, k, I), 
u(k + ct. I+ ,V,. (3.15) 
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In (3.15), the terms y(k + r, I+ /I; . ..) are computed recursively, using the 
same formula and the fact that 
A r = y(k + i, I + j; a, y,(k, I), k, I). (3.16) 
From (3.15), (3.16), and the definition of jj,, we have 
f’y(k + 1, 0 = (Mk, ON 1); 
Mk I+ 1) = (Qdk 4)( 1 h 
Py(k+ 1, I+ I)=&;; 
(Mk + 1, O)(i) = (Mk, ONi+ 1); 
(Kv(k,I+ lM=Al;,; 
(Ry(k+l,I+l))(i)=Ar+,,,; 
(Qv(k + 1,0)(j) = A:; 
(QAk I+ 1 ))(.A = (Qy(k, O)(i + 1); 
(Qv(k+l,,+l))(i)=A:i+,. 
(3.17) 
An equivalent formulation of Theorem 3.1 is the following statement, 
analogous to the discrete maximum principle: Let 
H(k,I,W,x,a,)=W(k+1,I+1,~~(k+l,f+1)) 
- W(k+ l,l, j,(k+ 1, /))- W(k, I+ 1, j/(k, I+ 1)) 
-f(k, I, P.?, a,) (3.18) 
with J,(k + i, I + i) obtained from (3.17) with initial data (k, I, 2) and con- 
trol function a*(~,, 2, k, I). Then (3.12) and the following two conditions 
are necessary for a control a,* and the corresponding trajectory FF to be 
optimal: 
(3.19) 
Now, we prove a theorem that has a closer similarity to the discrete 
maximum principles of [ 1,4]. Our method of proof is different from [I, 41 
and other papers on discrete maximum principles for one-dimensional 
time, because of the higher dimensionality of the time parameter, and also 
because we base our proofs on the semi-dynamic programming equations. 
The discrete maximum principle of [ 1] does not imply our results, because 
the cost functional we consider is more general than the functional in [ 11. 
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It is worth noting that the discrete maximum principle cannot be obtained 
simply by analogy with the continuous maximum principle, but it requires 
a separate proof. This can be seen, in the case of one-dimensional discrete 
time, from the publications (cited in [4]) that contain not only incorrect 
“proofs” but also incorrect statements of the discrete maximum principle. 
(Correct formulations and proofs are given, e.g., in [ 14, 151.) The state- 
ment of part of our discrete maximum principle (but not the method of 
proof) is conceptually related to the so-called “quasi-maximum principle” 
obtained in [13] for discrete systems in one-dimensional time. The 
smoothness conditions on the optimal control (in the theorem below) are 
related to the assumption of existence of local sections in [43. 
We introduce some notation. 
Given two elements of the extended state space, say z and M’, 
z= {zo;z,(i), I <i<M-kk;z,(,j), I <j<N-/); 
(3.20) 
where we assume that z and MJ are frame extensions of { y(i. j): 0 < i < M, 
0 <j< N) at two dimensional times (k, I), (k -t 1, I + I ), respectively, so 
that z=)?,(k,I), M’=jjl(k+l,f+l), we can express the frame extensions 
.f,(k + I, I), j,(k, I + 1) in terms of z and )v. We have 
P.C,(k+ l,f)=z,(l); 
(R.F,(k+l,f))(i)=z,(i+l), 
(Q.Fl(k + 1, I))(i)= wo; 
(Qj,G + 1, O)(i) = di- 11, 
P.V,(k, I + I ) = z2( 1); 
(@,(k,l+ l))(l)=~,; 
(&,(k, I+ l))(i)=w,(i- I), 
(Qy,-(k, I + 1 ))(j) = z2( j + 1 ), 
l<i<M-k-l; 
2<jGN-I; 
2<i6 M-k; 
1 <j< N-l- 1. 
(3.21) 
We denote by S,(k, I, z, w), SJk, 1, z, w) the expressions for );,(k + 1, I), 
.F,(k, I + I ), respectively, in terms of z, )v, i.e.. 
S,(k, 1, z, w) = ,Ff(k + 1, I); &(k, [, z, w) = ?;,(k, I + 1 ), 
where jf(k+ 1, I), jj,(k, I+ 1) are given by (3.21). 
We denote by 
&k,I,.t al)= (g,(k, l,a,a,);(g,(k,f,x,al))(i), 1 Sib M-k- 1; 
(g,(k,I,x,a,))(j). l<j<N--l-l} 
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the function with the property 
j,(k + 1, I + 1; a/, a) = j(k, I, 2, q). 
The function g is described explicitly by (3.7~(3.8). 
We have: 
(3.22) 
THEOREM 3.2. In addition to the assumptions of Theorem 3.1, we assume 
that the set U of admissible controls is a closed convex subset of a Euclideun 
space Rd, and that the functions f(i, j, x, a), g(i, j, x, a), W(k, 1, a), and 
a*(a,, 2, k, I) are dtfferentiable with respect to x, a, 2, a,. With the product 
of two vectors signtfying inner product, we define 
-@(k, 4 .f, d, 4, a,,) = @(k, I, 2, Gf(a,, 2, k, I)) 
- S,(k, 1, P, (7) S,(k, 1, I, g(k, I, 2, +(a,, 2, k, 4)) 
- W, 1, d, 4) SAk, I,% g(k, 1,X $(a,, .f, k, 4)) 
-f(kI, P% ao) (3.23) 
for any vectors d, 4 of compatible dimensions. (When there is no risk of 
confusion, we may omit some of the variables in the definition of 2.) 
Let 
P(k, I, 2) = 
d W(k, 1, .Z) 
d.i? . 
(3.24) 
The following are necessary conditions for a control ho to be optimal: 
p’(k, L 2) = - & Wk, I, i, P(k, LZ)), 
d(k+ 1, I+ 1, g(k, 1, <, I?~(&,, I, k, I)), ci,), 
-$Z(k, I, -17, d(k, l,Z), 
0 
d(k + 1, I+ 1, gk 1, x, GT(ao, x, k, 01, ao)) 
I 1 ug = j, 
.(ri,-a,)>O, VU,E u 
J,(k + 1, I+ 1; k, 1, .C, c?,*(ci,, I, k, l)) 
= 2 .%‘(k, 1, R, d(k, I, a), 
24 
(3.25) 
(3.26) 
P(k + 1, I+ 1, g(k, L R, tiF(ci,, 2, k, I)), ri,,)) (3.27) 
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d(k N, .:I =; ,I 4,(i, (R.f)(i)); 
’ t=l 
(3.28) 
Prooj: First, we clarify (d’apres Boltyanskii [4]) that, in (3.25) and 
(3.28), the symbol c!/?2 denotes derivative with respect to the ,? that 
appears explicitly and implicitly within ti,?, i.e., “total” derivative with 
respect to .t. 
We write the semi-dynamic programming equation in the form 
sup{ W(k + I, I+ 1, &k, I, -7, $(a,, .f, k, I))) 
“0 
- Wk + I, 1, S,(k, 1, .f, j(k, I. i, a:(% .t, k, 1))) 
- W(k, I+ 1, S,(k, I, z, g(k, I, ,T. a:(% .t, k, /))) 
+ W(k, 1, 2) +j‘(k, I, P1, a,)} = 0 (3.29) 
with equality for a, = ci,. Differentiation of the equality corresponding to 
(3.29) with a,=& (with respect to X) gives 
P(k+I,I+I,g(k,I,i,~~(~,,?,k.I))).~-P(k+l,f ,... )z 
-&k,l+l,... )s+/T(k,f,1) 
+ $‘W, 1, pi, rio) = o. (3.30) 
Expressing p(k + 1, I, . ..) and fi( k, I + 1, . ..) in terms of P(k + 1, I + 1, . ..) and 
p(k, 1, a), using the operators S, and S,, and substituting in (3.30) gives 
(3.25). 
A necessary condition for & to maximize @k, I, 2, uo) (i.e., the term 
inside curly brackets in (3.29)) is 
2R(k, 1, x, ao) 
da, 
(60 - ao) 2 0. VU,E u (3.31) 
Llg = ci,, 
and a direct calculation of JR/da,, similar to (3.30), gives (3.26). Equations 
(3.27) and (3.28) are simple restatements of the definitions of .# and d, and 
the final boundary conditions for W, respectively. 1 
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Interpretation. If { jjy(k, I), ci,(k, I)}, (k, /) E D, is a pair of an optimal 
control and the corresponding trajectory, and if we set ji*(k, I) = 
p’(k, I, jj/*(k, I)), then the theorem above implies the Hamiltonian equations 
p’*W, 4= - g$-q cx?(k, I, $(k, I), /T*(k, I), d*(k+ 1, !+ l), do); 
/ ’ 
(3.32) 
./*(k, I) = 
a 
djqk+ 1, I+ I) 
.%‘(k, 1, yf(k, I), d*(k, I), d(k + 1, I+ I), 4) 
and condition (3.26) is a necessary condition for A? to have a maximum at 
a,=& 1 
4. STATIONARY PROBLEMS WITH DISCOUNT FACTORS 
For stationary problems, a solution of the dynamic programming equa- 
tion by formula (2.27) is not possible. The inclusion of discount factors in 
the definition of the cost functional allows us to solve the stationary 
dynamic programming equations approximately, using an iterative scheme 
for which we prove global convergence. 
We consider a controlled Goursat system described by Eqs. (2.3)-(2.4), 
but now the system evolves in the unbounded domain of two-dimensional 
time {O<i< +co, O<j< +cc}. In addition, we assume that g(i,j, a, x) is 
independent of i and j; i.e., the system is time invariant. We introduce 
discount factors c;, c’;, for each UE U; these are positive real numbers 
satisfying 
0<66Cj:<‘I<l, VUEU, /.l= 1, 2. (4.1) 
The discounted cost is defined by 
(4.2) 
We consider two variants of the scheme (4.1 k(4.2): 
{The discount factors Cz are parametrized by a,,, as Cy} (4.3) 
(The discount factors C, are parametrized by a,, as Cy}. (4.4) 
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In the case (4.3), the cost functional J can be expressed as 
J(t), 1, 2, a,,,)= f f IC(IUh’i”“)li IC’y”‘l/ ’ 
r=O ,=I 
. ((Yh(“L 4 AK, 0, U)(i), (a,(A)(i)). (4.5) 
In the case (4.4) the functional J can be expressed as 
J(k, 0, 2, a,.,)= i i ICr;,(“l’ k IC:““‘““‘l 
,=k ,=O 
.f((yAi; a, 2, k, O))(i), (a,(i))(j)). (4.6) 
The double series in (4.2) and (4.5)-(4.6) converge absolutely if the 
function f is bounded. 
We treat the problem (4.1 b(4.3)-(4.5) (the treatment of (4.1 k(4.4)-(4.6) 
being the same). Let 
V(I, ~,(.))=infJ(O, I,.?, a,.,); u,,(i, i) = (h(d)(i); 
Oh (4.7 1 
-u=b,(.),xA.)); x*(. ) remain fixed. 
By comparing the optimal cost V(x,( .)) to the cost incurred by using an 
arbitrary control from I to I+ 1 and an optimal control afterward, we 
obtain the dynamic programming inequality 
V(f,.K,(.))6C’;h”~V(I+l,(l(,,(~+1;u,.~,O,I))(~)) 
+ f Ic:(lh(l))(i) 1 I f((yJl; a, -to, O)(i), (a,(O)(i)). (4.8) 
,=O 
The term y,(l+ 1; a, Z’, 0, /) in (4.8) can be expressed by formula (2.24), 
and (4.8) takes the form (using also the fact that (4.8) becomes equality for 
an optimal control) 
V(I, x,( .)) = inf 
/JE L’“0 i ( 
c;v I+ l,.ri(~)+xz(I+ 1) 
- .u,(O + ’ i ’ g(T xl(r), p(a)) 
1-O ) 
+ i ICf’“l’f(i, x,(i), p(i)) . 
, :: 0 1 
In case the following condition is satisfied, 
(4.9) 
x,(/ + 1) - x2( .) = C = constant, independent of I (4.10) 
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then V(/, x,( .)) is independent of I, and (4.9) takes the stationary form 
{ ( 
(.J 1 
Uxl(.))=pf;~ho c,Pv x,(.)+C+ C g(a,x,(r),p(a)) 
z=o > 
x 
+ C ICf”‘l’f(i, xl(i), p(i)) 
i=O I 
(4.11) 
The proofs that (4.11) is necessary and sufficient for optimality are 
analogous, but not identical, to the corresponding proofs in Section 2. The 
difference lies in the fact that now the control parameter p in the dynamic 
programming equation (4.11) is in a space consisting of an infinite number 
of copies of a compact set, and dealing with inlima over such a set requires 
new arguments, in addition to the arguments of Section 2. Also, solving 
(4.11) is not straightforward, as it was in Section 2. The dynamic program- 
ming equations of Section 2 were in fact recursive relations, but (4.11) is a 
nonlinear algebraic equation for V. 
We assume that { g(a, x,(a), p(a)), a E N } is in I’ for each p E UN, each 
x, E I”, i.e., 
f Ida9 x,(a), p(a))1 < 00, VpEUN if x,EI* (4.12) 
a==0 
(I” = space of bounded sequences, I’ = space of absolutely summable 
sequences). 
This condition guarantees that the argument of the Hamilton-Jacobi 
function V in (4.11) can be taken in I =. 
We consider the following iterative scheme for the approximate solution 
of (4.11). 
Yco’ is an arbitrary function in Co(Im), the space of continuous bounded 
functions on 1 x, taking real values; V”) is defined inductively by 
{ ( 
C-J- 1 
vn+ ‘1(x,( .)) =ih!,” c,p P’ x,(.)+C+ C de x1(a), p(a)) 
I=0 > 
m  
+ 1 CC?i’l’f(i, x,(i), p(i)) 
i=O 1 
(4.13) 
Following ideas of [3, 63, we prove the following: 
THEOREM 4.1. Under conditions (4.3 ), (4. lo), (4.12), and boundedness of 
L the iterative scheme (4.13) converges, with geometric rate in the norm of 
Co(l” ), to the unique solution of (4.11). 
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Proof: We show that the mapping T, defined by 
+ i Ky”‘l’.fG. x,(i), p(i)) (4.14) 
I - 0 
is a contraction on C,(f “). 
We observe that our assumptions guarantee that the intimum in the 
right-hand side is finite. Let V,, V, be two functions in C,( I ’ ). In order to 
estimate the difference TV, - TV,, let p, be such that, for each I: > 0, each 
fixed s, , 
CPV2 
( 
.\-,(.)+C+ i g(a,.r,(a), p,.(r)) 
z--o ) 
+ C CCY’I’ ./Ii, x,(i), p,.(i)) 3 (TV2)(x,(. )) + E. (4.15) 
I=0 
Since we clearly have 
(TV,)(x,(.))<CpV, ( x,(.)+C+ i: g(a,x,(a), /I,:(.))) I-0 > 
,I‘ 
+,T(, CWliS(i, -x,(i), p,(i)) (4.16) 
we conclude that 
<C:, 
[ ( 
VI -KI(.)+ C+ f da. x,(a), p,(r)) 
3 = 0 > 
- Vz x,(.)+C+ f g(a,-v,(a),p,:(a)) ( --I: ¶=O 11 
srt IIV,- V,Ilc,,,.,-E 
and, by letting E + 0 in (4.17), we conclude that 
(4.17) 
II~v,-~v,lIc,,,~,~rl IV,- V,II. ,,,l a,. (4.18) 
Thus, T is a contradiction, and Banach’s fixed-point theorem implies 
that the iterative scheme (4.13) converges to the unique solution of the 
dynamic programming equation with geometric rate of convergence. 1 
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THEOREM 4.2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, the solution V of 
(4.11) is the optimal cost; i.e., (4.7) is satisfied. 
ProoJ Let, for each x, E I” and .s>O, ~=P(E,x,) be such that 
c-j- 1 
da, -~,(cO, P(a)) 
3=0 > 
+ ,so [Cfci)li f(i, x,(i), D(i))-&. (4.19) 
For j= 0, 1, 2, . . . . set .sj = &pi, with 0 <p < 1, and define y,~l x induc- 
tively by 
(.)- 1 
yo=x,; Yj+l(‘)=xl(‘)+c+ C g(a,x,(a), Pj(a))i 
z=o (4.20) 
Pj = P(&j9 Y,). 
Then, formula (4.19) gives inductively 
v(Yj(‘))~c,“v(Y,+I(.))+ 2 C@“l’f(i, Y,(i)* pj(i))--E, (4.21) 
i=O 
from which 
f  CC?]’ CC?“‘]’ .f(i, Y,(i), p,(i)) 
j=O i=O 
+ [Cfy+ ’ V(y N+ I(‘))- 5 Cc~ljEj. (4.22) 
j=O 
Now the term [ Cpx] N + ’ V( yN + , (. )) -+ 0 as N + oc, by the boundedness 
of V, and the term EYE ,[C,p/]j E, + =o as N + cc and E + 0. This fact, 
together with the inequality 
f CC?]’ [Cf/“‘li.f(i, y,(i), p,(i)) 
J=o i=O 
(4.23) 
(which is a direct consequence of the dynamic programming equation 
(4.1 l)), implies that, for each E > 0 and x, E I”, there is a control function 
a, given by a(i, j)=p,(i), such that 
J(O,O,~,~)-E~V(X~(~))~J(O,O,~,~) (4.24) 
and (4.24) implies (4.7) with I=O. Since, under the stated assumptions, 
V(x,( . )) can be taken as V(I, x,( . )) for any other value of I, our conclusion 
is tantamount to the assertion of the theorem. 1 
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Of course, parallel results hold for the problem of minimizing the 
functional given by (4.6) under the appropriate assumptions. 
Nore Added in Proqfi In section 4, C,(I” ) must be replaced by B(/” ), the space of 
bounded functions on I”, taking real values, and equipped with the supremum norm. 
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